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What Do You Say When Your Clients Want Electronic Containment Systems?

By Cheryl S. Smith, CDBC

Sometimes our task of providing counseling to dog owners is relatively easy—providing a protocol for 
housetraining. Sometimes it’s a puzzle—the dog suddenly refuses to walk past afire hydrant. And sometimes 
the LIMA (least intrusive minimally aversive) principle becomes hard to uphold.

Electronic containment systems offer a burgeoning example of the last case. We want to do no harm, use 
positive methods. The dog owner wants an instant solution to the problem of containing the dog, often in a 
neighborhood where legal covenants prohibit physical fences of any kind. We could counsel them to give the 
dog freedom inside the house and use a leash whenever outside, but is this advice that is likely to be followed? 
While we’re suggesting time-intensive methods with limited freedom, the manufacturers of the electronic 
containment systems are busy promising freedom, ease, safety, and nearly instant gratification. How can we 
counter that?

To be honest, often we can’t. What we can do is speak objectively to our clients, so they understand the 
risks associated with an ECS, the training necessary for effective use, and how to minimize the potential for 
problems. This articles provides a variety of specifics about electronic containment systems to help your clients 
make the best available choice.

Invalid Reasons for Choosing an ECS
Cost should not be the determining factor when choosing a method of containment. True, the most basic 

ECS, at a price of $150 to $300, requires less of a financial outlay than a traditional wooden fence. But these 
low-priced ECS require that owners install them on their own and conduct their own training, and may prove 
less reliable or have fewer safety features (such as a warning signal if the underground wire breaks) than more 
expensive systems. Other fencing options, such as chain link, posts and wire stockyard fencing, or heavy plas-
tic mesh, all offer less expensive alternatives to wood.

Convenience is a deceptive factor with an ECS. Yes, it can be installed quickly with a trenching tool, while 
a traditional fence requires setting posts, adding stringers, and finally nailing on boards. But the wood fence, 
once in place, is an actual barrier to the dog, immediately effective, while the ECS requires a training program 
that averages two to three weeks. Installing an ECS without training the dog is not an option. Also, some of the 
other fencing alternatives take no longer than an ECS to put in place.

No ECS is appropriate for long-term solitary confinement. Too much potential for a variety of mishaps (dis-
cussed throughout this article) exists. The ECS is best viewed as a backup system to training and supervision.

Explaining an ECS to Clients
Clients may express no interest in the workings of the system, but you should describe it nonetheless be-

cause understanding how it works is essential to realizing what can potentially go wrong. You should also use 
the term “shock” rather than the euphemistic “stimulation” preferred by the manufacturers.

There are two basic system variations: with the underground fence, wire is buried around the perimeter, 
while the “safe zone” system uses a central transmitter without the wire. The former system is much more com-
monly used.

The underground ECS includes three basic parts: the underground wire, the transmitter to which the 
underground wire is connected, and the receiver worn on the dogs collar. Most systems also include “flags” 
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to provide a visual sign of the boundary. The underground wire is nothing more than insulated wire. It’s buried 
to keep it safe from lawnmowers, animals chewing on it, and humans tripping over it. The wire carries a radio 
signal, not an electric current. The transmitter emits the radio signal. The transmitter is placed somewhere safe 
from weather, where it can be plugged in, and both the outgoing and incoming ends of the wire are connected 
to it. Different transmitters can handle shorter or longer lengths of wire and provide different correction options.

The receiver is worn on the collar of each dog to be contained by the system. The system can handle as 
many collars as you have dogs. The receiver has its own battery for power, a radio receiver, and the metal 
prongs that contact the dog’s skin. When the receiver comes within some pre-set distance of the buried wire, it 
emits a sound of some kind, usually a beep. When it gets even closer, it sends an electrical shock through the 
prongs. Many systems provide several levels of shock. A few systems offer the alternative of a spray of citro-
nella. The shock stops when the receiver is moved away from the underground wire.

The less-used system uses only a transmitter and receiver. The dog wears the receiver on the collar. The 
transmitter simply plugs in at some central location. It emits a radio signal in an adjustable radius around itself. 
As long as the collar is receiving that signal, nothing happens. As the receiver approaches the boundary of the 
radius, it beeps. Once the radius is crossed, the receiver emits a shock.

Drawbacks to ECS
Delivering a shock, however mild, to a dog is a fairly intrusive procedure. Some dogs do not react well to 

the ECS (see the "Behavioral Fallout" section), and dog owners shouldn’t take this risk if they don’t have to.

An ECS is no barrier at all to anyone or anything other than the dog wearing the receiver. This means 
that other roaming dogs are free to enter the yard and possibly attack the dog confined there, or breed with a 
female in heat. People can also enter the yard freely, so the dog could be harassed, abused, or even stoned, 
or someone could be bitten. Even if people stay outside the yard, someone walking or jogging past on the 
sidewalk doesn’t know the dog is confined by an ECS and may panic and run into the street if the dog charges 
across the yard at them.

Homeowners have to be vigilant about keeping the ECS in good working order. The wire can break; the 
batteries in the receiver have to be replaced. And unless the transmitter includes a battery backup, the system 
stops working in the event of a power failure.

If a dog does break through the ECS due to some especially enticing distraction, he can’t reenter the yard 
without receiving a shock.

There are confirmed (though rare) reports of receivers malfunctioning or responding to household electri-
cal signals or lightning strikes. In a very few instances, dogs were continuously receiving shocks until the collar 
could be removed.

Dogs with long or thick coats may have to have a portion of their neck shaved so that the receiver prongs 
can make contact with the skin. This is not an option for dogs being shown in conformation, and some owners 
find it aesthetically unacceptable. A few dogs have developed skin problems from the metal prongs.

Some of the manufacturers of ECS oversell their product's effectiveness and convenience and minimize 
or neglect the training and supervision necessary. In fact, many (though not all) of the problems mentioned 
here can be avoided or at least minimized with proper training and supervision of the dog in the yard, without a 
fence of any kind..

Of course, ECS are not the only options with problems. Physical fences also have their shortcomings. Dogs 
dig under them and escape. If the fence isn’t high enough, dogs can jump over it. Some dogs learn to climb 
fences, especially chain-link ones. Some dogs simply chew a hole in a wooden fence and then go through. 
Other dogs learn to open latches. Or humans contribute to the problem by neglecting to ensure that gates are 
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firmly latched. Fences can also deteriorate over time if not maintained.

However, fence problems of any sort are exactly that – problems with the fence. All fencing should be 
viewed at most as a backup system to sufficient human supervision and care and effective training.

The Most Likely Candidate for an ECS
The dog should be at least six months old. Recall that when training was nearly all conducted with physical 

force, dogs were not accepted for training until they reached six months of age because the corrections were 
too harsh for younger pups; the same is true of a shock from an ECS. The dog should also be finished with 
housetraining. The pup should be able to concentrate on where he’s performing his bodily functions, not have 
to worry about boundaries, and the owner should have the pup on leash anyway.

 Dogs who would likely be described as outgoing, friendly, mellow individuals have the temperament that 
may let them respond well to fence training. Timid dogs could be overwhelmed by the experience, with result-
ing problem behaviors (see the "Behavioral Fallout section").

Assertive, reactive dogs are more likely to break containment when faced with some compelling distraction 
and then find themselves outside the fence, unable to return home. Behaviorists note that a dog running hard 
toward what he perceives as a threat or an enticement might simply run even harder upon receiving a shock, 
rather than reverse direction.

Behaviorists have also noted that the dog may associate the shock with something going on around him 
at the time rather than with a buried wire and warning flags. One told of a dog who bit the nearest thing, which 
happened to be the ECS installer, the first time the collar delivered a shock. A dog who generally reacts strong-
ly to what’s going on around him may be more likely to associate the shock with something in his immediate 
environment.

So perhaps the two most important components to a suitable candidate for ECS are a dog of a good stable 
personality plus a dog owner dedicated to training and supervision.

Finding the Best ECS Manufacturer/ Installer
Clients can help produce a favorable outcome by choosing the best possible product and company. They 

should look for

•   a system that always provides a warning tone of some kind

•   a system that provides an alert if the underground wire breaks

•   a company that provides hands-on training for the client and dog, in line with the training program 

    outlined here (see "Training Protocol for an ECS")

•   a company that offers follow-up phone support

•   a company that will not sell a system to owners whose dogs have a history of aggression or running 

    away

•   a system of automatic battery replacement, where the company sends the client a fresh battery to install 

    every three months or so

•   the possibility of using a citronella spray rather than a shock

•   a company that doesn’t make extravagant claims – “By spending just minutes a day working with your 

    pet, he can be fully trained in a few days” or “Keep your dog in your yard and train him not to dig, bark, 

    or chew.”
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Training Protocol for an ECS
The object of training is to teach the dog that the collar warning tone and the flags both indicate a boundary 

that should not be crossed. The dog’s response to hearing the warning or passing a flag should be to turn back 
to the interior of the yard, away from the boundary. The most sensible approach is to view the training as the 
actual safeguard system and the ECS as nothing more than a backup system.

While the client is training, he or she absolutely cannot rely on the ECS system to keep the dog in the yard. 
After training is accomplished, the client should still supervise when the dog is in the yard; no fence is an effec-
tive dog sitter.

To begin training, set the signal field (the distance the flags are from the underground wire, in which the 
warning tone will be heard). Make the signal field as wide as practical while still leaving a large safety zone. 
This can be problematic in small yards. If the client’s backyard is only 12 feet deep, and the client sets up a six-
foot signal field, that only leaves a six-foot safety zone. In such a narrow space, many dogs become anxious 
about the entire backyard, and cannot relax threre. So first make sure there is enough space for both the signal 
field and the safety. Animal behaviorists recommend at least a six-foot signal field (to help prevent fence run-
throughs) and a safety zone of no less than 20 feet.

Once the signal field is set up and flagged, have the client take the dog into the yard on leash. The client 
will hold the receiver collar in his hand so that both he and the dog can hear the warning tone. When the collar 
begins to beep, the client should move away from the flagged boundary, encouraging the dog to move with 
him. When they are both back in the safety zone and the collar is no longer beeping, the client should praise 
the dog.

Have the client do this along the entire boundary, if it can be accomplished in under ten minutes, approach-
ing the flags and letting the dog hear the collar beep every few feet. If the clients are fencing a large area and 
will need more than ten minutes to walk it while training, break the training into sections and walk one section 
in each five to ten minute session. Repeat sessions two or three times a day.

While clients are training the dog, also be sure they spend plenty of time playing with the dog in the safety 
zone, with the dog on leash or a long line. If play includes “fetch,” they must be very sure that no ball or flying 
disk is thrown or rolled into the signal field.

When the dog stops and turns back into the yard upon hearing the beep (typically, after one or two weeks 
of training), he or she is ready to move on to the next step. Set up some mild distractions outside the ECS 
– ask some friends or neighbors to walk or bike by, for example. The dog will still be on leash, but will now be 
wearing the receiver. Have the collar set to the lowest level. Instruct the distractors not to call or entice the dog; 
they should just walk by normally. If the dog approaches the boundary when the distractions appear, watch for 
a reaction to the collar beeps. If the dog stops and turns back into the yard, the client should praise and play 
with the dog in the safety area. They need to make the act of turning back more rewarding than the impulse to 
go toward the distraction.

If the dog doesn’t turn back into the yard in response to the collar beep, do not just let him run through the 
boundary (as some ECS manufacturers instruct). Have the client use the leash to encourage the dog back into 
the yard, making a bit of a show about the danger of going farther. Do not, however, pick up a flag and wave 
it in the dog’s face, as some ECS companies advise – this can backfire by making the dog concerned about 
the owner’s behavior. Just ask them to gasp or say “Danger, danger,” or whatever comes to mind, and back 
quickly away from the boundary, taking the dog with them. If the client is slow in reacting and the dog receives 
a shock, encourage the dog back into the safety zone and spend some time reassuring him that the areas of 
the yard that don’t beep are indeed safe. Go back to having the client carry the collar and walk the boundary 
for another week before trying this again.

If the dog was successful (that is, he turned back into the yard) with the minor distractions, go to higher-
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level distractions, such as people walking dogs, kids on Rollerblades or skateboards, cats walking by, whatever 
you can arrange. The dog should still be on leash, and the client should be responding as he or shee did in the 
previous step. If the dog doesn’t turn back on his own in the face of these distractions, go back to the lower-
level distractions and practice for another week.

If the dog was successful, go back to the minor distractions, this time with the dog off leash. The client must 
still be there observing and rewarding the dog for the correct action of turning back into the yard. If this is suc-
cessful, go to the higher-level distractions with the dog off leash.

Only after all this training has been accomplished can the client view the ECS as a reliable backup system. 
They should still always keep an eye on the dog when in the yard.

Possible Behavioral Fallout of ECS
As a mild negative reaction to ECS, dogs may develop avoidance behaviors. A system was installed for a 

three-dog household. Two of the dogs began staying farther and farther away from the warning flags, while one 
refused to go into the yard at all while wearing the receiver collar.

Some ECS companies advise owners to include an “invisible gate” in their training, to teach the dog that 
when the collar is off, the dog can safely walk through this space with the owner. But some dogs refuse to 
cross or even approach the boundary, collar or no collar, and owners have had to resort to putting the dog into 
the car in the garage and driving across the boundary line to get the dog out of the yard even for a walk around 
the block.

Some dogs generalize their anxiety about the boundary to the area in general and develop such unwanted 
behaviors as digging, barking constantly, or chewing either on objects in the landscape or on themselves.

Some companies’ training programs are more sensible and effective than others’. One dog trainer reported 
that a client with an ECS demonstrated how the fence installer showed him to train, picking up one of the flags 
and waving it in front of the dog, shouting excitedly, when the beep went off. The dog responded by running 
quickly away from the owner. Another company instructs owners to walk, or drag if necessary, the dog through 
the flags into the shock zone so that the dog will “learn to respect” the boundary. Incorrect training can damage 
the human-canine bond.

Dogs have also generalized the boundary warning flags so that they began to exhibit fear of similar items, 
such as survey flags or leaves blowing in the wind.

An article by the behaviorist Richard Polsky in the Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science (2000) docu-
ments five bite cases involving ECS. In each case, the dog had received no formal obedience training, had no 
history of aggression toward humans, and was in the fence signal field at the time of the reported attack. There 
was no warning threat before any of the attacks, and all the dogs bit their victims repeatedly. Polsky theorizes 
that these were all cases of shock-induced aggression because that explanation comports with the rapid onset, 
the intense nature of the attack, and the lack of any species-typical threat display.

An alternative explanation, also presented by Polsky, is more complex. It rests on avoidance-motivated 
aggression. As previously noted, the dog may associate the shock with other stimuli in the environment, such 
as people moving near the boundary. Once those stimuli are associated with the shock, the dog may direct a 
fear-reducing response, such as an attack, toward the stimuli.

Whichever reasoning is correct, a dog who attacks without warning is certainly not a desired outcome.

Alternatives to ECS
It would be wonderful if there were more options for containment available to us. But the reality is that we 

must work with what is available to us, and within the restrictions placed upon homeowners and apartment 
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dwellers. You can advise dog owners on these alternatives to ECS.

•   If permitted, install a solid fence around at least part of the yard. Maybe covenants only outlaw boundary 

    fences.

•   Use a management plan that lets the dog roam free inside the home and be safely on leash outdoors. 

    Find safe off leash areas to drive to, if you like.

•   Install a kennel for those few times when the dog can’t be inside or under supervision outside. Use it 

    sparingly.

•   Use an overhead runner and a tie-out line. Be aware that tying a dog can create its own behavioral 

    problems.

•   Invest in a bike and dog-to-bike attachment and exercise yourself and your dog at the same time. A tired 

     dog generally behaves well in the home.

•   If you don’t already have a dog, choose a breed (or mix) that has lower energy levels and will be more 

    content to lounge inside.

•   Ask yourself why you want a dog if you don’t want the dog indoors with you.

The most important thing to impress on clients about an ECS is that it is not an instant gratification contain-
ment system. It cannot be used effectively or humanely without training, at least several weeks' worth of train-
ing.

Second, a shock, no matter how mild, is an aversive, in this case a punishment. The client must be aware 
that aversives frequently create unwanted fallout, as for example when a shocked dog turns and bites the 
nearest person, or a dog becomes anxious about wearing the receiver collar or being in the yard.

ECS are here to stay. Help your clients to use them wisely, with full knowledge of the requirements and the 
potential for problems.




